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Can be added manually

BEHAVIOR TREE

Sub class

CAMERA

GAMEPLAY FRAMEWORK

Ownership
Ownership defines general 

rules for replication from and 
to the server.

 

Property 
Replication

Happens when a UProperty is
set to replicated and the value 

changes. Server will notify 
to clients.

RPCs
Messages called as local but sent 
to one or more remote machines 

to be executed.

Actor 
Replication

Can replicate properties and 
entire Components.

Replication
Framework natively implemented 

in the reflection system.
Client / server focused.

Skeletal Mesh
Component

Draws character's mesh and 
takes care of animations.

Event Graph
Where variables that control the 
animation are fed or calculated 

with updated info from 
different sources.

Anim Graph
Where the animation flow is 

evaluated and the final 
pose calculated.

Reliability
Reliable calls are guaranteed to 
occur, while Unreliable calls may 
be dropped during heavy traffic.

RepNotify
Let's you execute some logic in 

response to the value of a 
replicated variable changing.

PlayerState
Aux class for the PlayerController 

that exists in server and all clients.
Good to share player info among 

every client.

GameMode
Spawns the Pawn and 

corresponding Controller. 
Takes care of game's rules.

Character 
Movement 

Component
Extension of Movement 

Component. Walk, run, jump, 
fly, crouch, swim and custom 
movement modes supported.

NavAreas
Handles cameras and their 

Changes weights and costs of
the NavMesh.

NavLink Proxies
Connects two different parts of the 
NavMesh that would otherwise be 

disconnected.

NavFilters
Overrides the costs defined in 

NavAreas. Paths will be calculated 
with filter setup rather than 

default ones.

Navigation Mesh
Can support different paths for 
different types of movement. 

Supports only horizontal surfaces.

NavModifiers
Changes weights of a specific 
part of the NavMesh defined 

within a NavArea.

Movement 
Component
A flexible amd highly 

configurable movement for 
Pawns. Can use 

NavMesh traverse.

Crowd 
Manager

Allows the movement of large 
numbers of Pawns so that 
they plan their movement 

better and reduce collisions.

Set Programming

Pre-
calculated

Real-Time

REPLICATIONNAV MESH

Network 
Framework

Handles sessions, connections 
and client-server communication 

on each platform.

See Animation
Overview

AnimBP

Controls the 
animation flow.

Decision
Making

After processing 
world data.

Possesses the Pawn

Pawn
Base class for everything that performs 

actions and has a behavior. Can be 
possessed by a Controller to perform 

the actions that it indicates.

Character
Comes with powerful movement 

capabilities, collision recognition and 
linked to a SkeletalMesh.

Controller
Interprets actions, acting as the brain of 

Pawn. Controllers can easily possess 
and unpossess. By default, share 

rotation but not location, with 
possessed Pawns.

AI Controller
Receives input from the AI system 

(usually Behavior Trees) and interprets it 
as actions for the Pawn.

Player Controller
Several can be created and swapped 

among to have different handling.
Player’s input transforms into Pawn 

actions or world management. 
Related to a Player ID.

Camera Manager
Handles cameras and their 
properties controlled by the 

Player Controller.

Camera
There are several ways to setup 
camera behavior for a project. 
Best approach will depend on 

project needs.

Springarm
Component

Tries to keep a distance and 
direction between its start and end. 
Usually used for cameras following 

a Character.

Camera 
Component

Final capturing component. 
Can have several and transition 

among those.

INPUT

Defaultinput.ini
Input bindings are stored in 

DefaultGame.ini under Config 
folder in your project directory.

Actions
Binary Input. Usually reflects whether 

a button has been pressed.

Axis
Have a range of normalized values

(-1 to +1). Usually used for non-binary 
inputs, ex mice / joysticks / etc.

Input Component
Reads player input and dispatches 

it to any designed listener.
The Input can be setup by 

Player ID.

Perception
System

Keeps track of stimuli coming from 
different sources and sends 

notifications to registered listeners.

Task Nodes Decorator
Nodes

Service
Nodes

Composite
Nodes

Environment Query 
System

Sub-System for collecting data on the 
environment, asking questions of the 

data through Tests.

Backboard
Keyed data collection for condition 

checking in Behavior Tree.

Sight
Allows to detect within the line 

of sight.

Hearing
Allows to detect anything that is able 

to produce a noise (intended as a 
specific trigger of a certain intensity).

Behavior Tree
Decision making system based in 

branched structure with conditions 
conditioning which branch will 

be executed.


